
www.disco-duck.co.uk

Everything you need to 

create an engaging & upbeat 

pre-school dance class!  

  Teach with 
Disco Duck and 

open your doors to 
a new and profitable 

customer base 

As a Dance Professional, I have had a strong interest in the Pre-School 
Market for many years. Children who are encouraged to Dance at an 
early age, already have a good start for many skills which can be used 
effectively in later life; an increase in confidence, co-ordination, rhythm, 
timing, fitness and most of all FUN!

Having run Pre-school classes myself for many years I became frustrated 
by the lack of suitable music and structure for a good pre-school dance 
session. The capability of a 2 or 3 year old grasping the concept of 
routines and also engaging them for a whole session is a challenge.

Young children come alive and respond to actions, they also respond to 
the beats from pop music. Hence Disco Duck was born. A structured 
class with fun elements, created to develop the very beginnings of 
rhythm, co-ordination and gross motor skills with inspiring and 
imaginative music and themes. I have been running these classes locally 
now for 4 years and have been overwhelmed with the response.  Building 
on this success, the next step on the journey is to ensure children all over 
the country can benefit from the Disco Duck experience, 
by offering an inexpensive licence nationwide .

Call 01462 813144 or email info@disco-duck.co.uk today 
to find out how you can get your very own Disco Duck classes up and running

A PRE-SCHOOL DANCE BRAND WITH A SIGNIFICANT MESSAGE... DISCO DUCK!
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By popular demand, we have now introduced Disco 
Ducklings and Disco Duck Stars to enable you to 
offer the benefits of the Disco Duck brand from as 
young as 6 months up to 6 years.

My son attends the Hitchin class on 
a Wednesday and absolutely loves it. 
He joins in with all of the dance moves 
and is beginning to show some good rhythm. 
The class is interesting and varied so never 
boring for a 3 year-old, which isn't easy 
to achieve. Julie Harrington

Work with us 

Don't be left behind… join in the latest 
pre-school dance craze and become a 
Disco Duck pre-school dance teacher today

 Are you looking for a new, flexible career to fit in around 
 your family?

 Do you want to run your own business but with the added 
 reassurance of a brand name behind you?

 Do you love dance?

 Do you love working with children?

 Are you friendly and enthusiastic?

 Are you hard working and ambitious?

A business venture with Disco Duck could be the answer!

Tell me more about disco duck...
Disco Duck is the ultimate Pre-School dance experience 
for boys and girls 

Disco Duck instructors are now responsible for teaching over 
10,000 pre-school children a year to dance using the syllabus 
and music specially created for this market by a leading 
dance expert.  Don't just take our word for it; we have 
been awarded a Loved by Parents Award in the UK 
for best baby and toddler class!

Many people looking for a flexible work opportunity have joined 
Disco Duck on his journey and are now spreading Disco Duck's 
wings across the nation and overseas.  Our teachers have seen 
the opportunity to create a flexible and lucrative business for 
themselves or as an addition to the job they already do.

Disco Duck provides boys and girls a reason to be active and 
influenced into a healthy lifestyle by the loveable Disco Duck 
character and his fun action-inspired songs and stories.  
Designed to encourage the foundations of dance and supporting 
the EYFS. (Early years foundation stages).

Disco Duck is fast becoming a household brand name in the 
pre-school market with a line of popular merchandise including 
books, CDs, cuddly toys and clothing. With this, we are 
generating HUGE demand around the country for classes and 
parties and need enthusiastic dance lovers like yourself to take 
Disco Duck to this young audience.
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Dance classes & parties from 18 mths 
– 4 yrs.  Teaching essential skills and 
basic dance foundations including 
balance, core strength, co-ordination, 
rhythm and timing. The classes appeal to both boys and girls 
and encourage fitness and activity for little people who love 
music and love to dance! Disco Duck is designed to provide 
children a reason to become active and to be influenced into 
a healthy lifestyle by the lovable Disco Duck character and his 
fun action-inspired songs and stories whilst representing an 
age appropriate listening and viewing spectrum for children.

A new sensory based class for 
babies from 6 to 18 months, 
to encourage development.  
The programme has been designed to assist with 
co-ordination, visual awareness, hearing, touch and 
movement, using the popular Disco Duck songs for 
a fun and upbeat session

A funky dance class using the lovable 
Disco Duck character.  Disco Duck continues 
his journey from his Pre-School classes to give 
children aged 4-5 years an introduction to 
Street Dance and Disco Freestyle.  With a new 
selection of melodies, cool routines, suggested 
current music and syllabus content, this will 
help teachers build a natural progression 
into the modern dance genres. 

Victoria Cousins

I love the Disco Duck class 
I teach. The children, parents 
and myself have so much fun, and 
it’s a great introduction to dance!

What a great concept you 
have delivered.

Business packages 
tailored to you…
All packages include a syllabus, the Disco Duck music CD, 
teachers t shirt, training DVD download, Disco Duck fluffy 
puppet, listing on the main Disco Duck website to enable parents 
to find your classes in their area and a starter pack of stickers.

Package 1

Disco Duck Licence

You will receive all of the above for a 1 year period plus:  Study 
pack, One day intensive training course, and marketing toolkit.

Price £500.00 and £60 renewal thereafter.
(Payable in instalments)

Package 2 - Additional Licences

Disco Ducklings & Disco Duck Stars Licence

New logos and product information with a new syllabus for each. 
The Disco Duck stars licence will also include new party tips and 
a fantastic reward scheme, including downloadable certificates 
and medals for the children to receive a the end of term.

Each licence costs an additional £99.00 or purchase both 
licences for £150.00

Package 3

Purchase all 3 licences

Disco Duck, Disco Ducklings and Disco Duck stars for £600.00 
– A saving of almost £100!
(Flexible payment options available)

You can also add the following 
to your licence package:

 You can also add the following to your licence package:

Online booking system and data base  to help with your 
marketing and sales- £20 per month

Gold marketing package – ongoing help and advice with 
your business, to include unlimited emails, telephone 
calls and free P&P on all trade orders - £30.00 per month

Territory protection – Secure an exclusive area to run and 
expand your business.

 (please email info@disco-duck.co.uk for further details)

Don’t forget you can also buy our very popular 
range of merchandise to sell in your classes too 
at a generous mark up.

By partnering with a quality brand you will bring more 

customers and money into your dance business. Parents 

know the brand and recommend it to their friends. By 

teaching just two or three Disco Duck classes per week you 

can add revenue figures of between £2300 - £5000 per year. 

If you do more and offer Disco Duck parties and sell the 

merchandise, you could expect an income of c. £35,000.

That’s not bad for a few hundred pounds investment.

How it works?
By retraining to become a Disco Duck teacher, you are able to 
work with parents and their children aged 6 months – 4 years.  
This rewarding and flexible business opportunity will give you 
the freedom to work for yourself without the need to set up your 
own business name, website and produce your own marketing 
materials.  It also gives you the chance to mould your business 
around the time you can give at each point. You may only be able 
to spare a few hours a week now, but when the children grow and 
start school, you may want to increase your hours and Disco Duck 
will grow and change with you. We offer a number of training and 
licence options to enable you to tailor your business to your needs.

The benefits for you…

Business in a box once you have joined us you are up and         
running with your very own web listing, booking system, 
merchandise and branding

Fully comprehensive training course to give you all the tools 
you need to get your own classes up and running

Benefit from central head office marketing and PR initiatives

Marketing toolkit

There is the opportunity to earn from £2500 - £35000 per year 

Different business packages available to suit your needs 

Merchandise and parties give you an extra opportunity to 
earn good income

You dictate your hours and your work systems with our help 
and guidance which you learn on the training course
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